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1. A c0111110n concept ot a solution to the language tr&m1lation problem i• a
large memory with a simpl.e attachment which will produce a word-for-word BUbatituti
and at least one of our correspondents noted that even with a &Ul8ll memor,r, a larp
percentage ot words will have subatitutea.
2. It is readily seen that this solution covers precisely the part of the
problem where aid is least required. It would be possible to train a man to read
and translate the artifical language produced bJ' a tull scale word-tor-word aiJlple
substitution, but the training required is comparable with that for 1earniDg to read
the original. language. It ma:r be noted that the inverse process does not result 1D
clear text•
.3. The uae ot an intermediate language is not to be disregarded, however, a
fluent translating mchine should be able to take as input arq ot several lallguages,
and give as output f1D7 of the saae several languages. Thia is 110et readiJ.1' done bJ'
having available translation both wqs between a siaple language and each of the
others. The problem. is aubstantual.17 reduced if' the simple language is oo•plete]3
unaabigaoua, and has certain other desirable characteristics which C>Dl.7 a ayntbetia
language will have. The dew ot this writer is that the problem should be attacked
b7 constructing an appropriate 1J1Dthetic language, and considering translation
between it and each ot the •natural' languagas--and that the most ditticult part !a
the construction ot the s111thetic language.
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4• There are several degrees of completeness ot mechanical translation between
the word-for-word substitution and the universal translator, ba.t considering the
equipment and training or personnel required f'or each, none at present could casfl.ete
economical.17 with a human being trained to translate. I aee no early prospect Of
change ot that economic situation•
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